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Abstract. This work aims to assess differences in the aerosol
optical depth (AOD) trend estimations when using high-
quality AOD measurements from two different instruments
with different technical characteristics and operational (e.g.
measurement frequency), calibration and processing proto-
cols. The different types of sun photometers are the CIMEL
that is part of AERONET (AErosol RObotic NETwork) and
a precision filter radiometer (PFR) that is part of the Global
Atmosphere Watch Precision Filter Radiometer network. The
analysis operated for two wavelengths (500 and 501 and 870
and 862 nm for CIMEL–PFR) in Davos, Switzerland, for the
period 2007–2019.

For the synchronous AOD measurements, more than 95 %
of the CIMEL–PFR AOD differences are within the WMO-
accepted limits, showing very good measurement agreement
and homogeneity in calibration and post-correction proce-
dures. AOD trends per decade in AOD for Davos for the
13-year period of analysis were approximately −0.017 and
−0.007 per decade for 501 and 862 nm (PFR), while the
CIMEL–PFR trend differences have been found 0.0005 and
0.0003, respectively. The linear trend difference for 870 and
862 nm is larger than the linear fit standard error. When cal-
culating monthly AODs using all PFR data (higher instru-
ment frequency) and comparing them with the PFR measure-
ments that are synchronous with CIMEL, the trend differ-
ences are smaller than the standard error. Linear trend differ-
ences of the CIMEL and PFR time series presented here are
not within the calculated trend uncertainties (based on mea-
surement uncertainty) for 870 and 862 nm. On the contrary,
PFR trends, when comparing high- and low-measurement-
frequency datasets are within such an uncertainty estima-

tion for both wavelengths. Finally, for time-varying trends
all trend differences are well within the calculated trend un-
certainties.

1 Introduction

Aerosols from both anthropogenic and natural sources are
an important component regarding the study of atmospheric
processes (Ginoux et al., 2012). They affect the Earth’s en-
ergy budget and distribution by scattering and absorbing so-
lar and terrestrial radiation. They also act as cloud conden-
sation nuclei, thus playing a crucial role in cloud forma-
tion and properties (Fan et al., 2016). Their effect on sur-
face solar radiation is found to be a significant forcing of
the climate (IPCC, 2021) and dominant in surface solar ra-
diation variations for several decades (Wild, 2012; Wild et
al., 2021). Surface solar radiation is important for its biolog-
ical effects (mainly in the UV region) (Horneck, 1995; Bais
et al., 2018) and for solar energy applications (Hou et al.,
2021; Fountoulakis et al., 2021; Myers, 2005). Their inter-
actions with clouds are also important for radiative forcing
attribution, climate modelling and weather forecasts (Rosen-
feld et al., 2014; Glotfelty et al., 2019; Huang and Ding,
2021; Benedetti et al., 2018).

Aerosol concentration in the atmosphere is variable and
changes according to the variability of sources and removal
mechanisms. Part of the aerosol load variability is due to
changes in anthropogenic emissions (e.g. Lei et al., 2011;
Zhao et al., 2017), but it can be influenced by natural fac-
tors such as volcanic activity (e.g. Vernier et al., 2011) and
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dust transport (e.g. Gkikas et al., 2022). For example, an in-
creasing load of Sahara dust is evident in the central Sahara
region, and a decreasing in load is evident in the Mediter-
ranean and eastern parts of North Africa region (Logothetis
et al., 2021). Therefore, their long-term trend study is impor-
tant information for studying the climate variability and the
solar radiation effects on ecosystems (Wetzel, 2003; Paul and
Gwynn-Jones, 2003; Edreira et al., 2020).

One of the most important parameters regarding aerosols
is the aerosol optical depth (AOD). It is the parameter that
describes the aerosol column direct effect on solar radiation
and the most important aerosol-related parameter for Earth
energy budget related studies (WMO, 2003). AOD is cal-
culated through measuring the direct sun irradiance. There
are various instrument networks like AERONET (AErosol
RObotic NETwork; Holben et al., 1998), the Global Atmo-
spheric Watch Precision Filter Radiometer (GAW-PFR) net-
work (Kazadzis et al., 2018b) and the sky radiometer network
(SKYNET) (Nakajima et al., 2020). AERONET is the largest
network, with around 400 stations in 50 countries all over the
world, and the instrument used is the CIMEL sun photome-
ter (Holben et al., 1998). SKYNET covers approximately 100
stations, and its instrument is the PREDE-POM sun–sky ra-
diometer (Nakajima et al., 2020). Most of the SKYNET sites
are in East Asia and Europe. GAW-PFR has 15 stations over
all continents, mainly at remote locations, aiming for long-
term measurements of background aerosol conditions. Its in-
strument is the PFR (Wehrli, 2000). Several studies have ex-
amined the AOD measurement differences between differ-
ent networks. The intercomparisons are either for short peri-
ods (campaign based) like the filter–radiometer comparison
(FRC) (Kazadzis et al., 2018a) or for longer periods (Estellés
et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2008; Cuevas et al., 2019).

A key issue about AOD is its long-term variability, as it
is important for the study of the changes in aerosol contribu-
tions to the Earth–atmosphere energy balance. AOD changes
are associated with variability of aerosol sources (Redding-
ton et al., 2016) and atmospheric transport (Kumar et al.,
2013). Several studies have investigated long-term trends
of AOD from ground-based observation (e.g. Ningombam
et al., 2019; Li et al., 2014; Nyeki et al., 2012) and from
satellite observations (e.g. Cherian and Quaas, 2020; Guo et
al., 2011). The accuracy of trends from ground-based instru-
ments has a particular significance since the AOD ground-
based observations are used for satellite validation (Kotrike
et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2019; Ogunjobi and Awoleye, 2019;
Ma et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2011), climate model validation
(Mortier et al., 2020) and modelling assimilation (Benedetti
et al., 2018). There is lack of studies comparing the AOD
trends derived from different instruments.

Studying the AOD trend analysis limitations is an impor-
tant step towards a better understanding and quantification
of the trend uncertainties and reliability. A standard source
of uncertainties is the instrument measurement uncertainty,
which can be of the same magnitude as AOD in low-AOD

locations. However, when using two different instruments,
their calibration and post-correcting differences can lead to
large differences in AOD trend calculations from each one.
Another source of uncertainty can possibly be the measure-
ment frequency of the instrument. Instruments with lower
measurement frequency are likely to miss fluctuations of
AOD during the day that might affect the results. As AOD
is measured only without the presence of clouds, this can be
amplified for days and months with few cloudless sky mea-
surements. For the GAW-PFR network, the measurement fre-
quency is once every minute. AERONET has a default sched-
ule of one measurement every 0.5 air mass intervals for air
mass > 2 and every 15 min for the rest of the day (Gregory,
2011). In order to deal with the low availability of data, one
can induce limits for the number of measurements a month
must contain in order the monthly data to be considered valid.
In Nyeki et al. (2012), where data of PFRs are analysed, each
month must contain at least 100 measurements. Extra limits
are induced for daily and hourly values to 50 and 6 obser-
vations respectively. In Li et al. (2014), where CIMELs are
used, the requirement of a valid monthly value is a minimum
of six point measurements per month. Given the limited ge-
ographic coverage of instruments that measure every minute
and the high coverage of AERONET network, an interest-
ing question is how significant the effect of the measurement
frequency is on long-term variability detection of AOD and
therefore how reliable trend calculation can be for most parts
of the world.

Other source of uncertainty are the cloud-related (cloud
flagging) algorithms from different networks and instruments
(Kazadzis et al., 2018a). Such differences can lead to a sys-
tematic overestimation of the AOD from algorithms that fail
to deal with cloudy sky measurements and an underestima-
tion of the AOD from algorithms that are too strict and char-
acterize high and highly variable AOD cases (e.g. biomass
burning aerosols, Giles et al., 2019) as “cloudy”.

Finally, AOD averaging in order to calculate long-term
trends can be tricky. Due to cloud presence, AOD is not be-
ing continuously measured. As a result, the amount of data
averaged from an hourly up to a monthly basis can differ
spatiotemporally. In addition, since AOD measurements in
a number of cases worldwide are not normally distributed,
AOD averaging and calculating trends can influence the re-
sults of the analysis (O’Neil et al., 2000; Levy et al., 2009;
Sayer and Knobelspiesse, 2019).

For this study, we use 13 years of parallel PFR and CIMEL
time series at Davos, Switzerland, in order to investigate their
AOD differences and all of the related uncertainties (calibra-
tion, algorithms, measurement frequency, etc.) affecting their
AOD trend calculation differences.

In the following section, we describe the location and the
instruments used, followed by the methodology of the AOD
intercomparison, and finally the trend analysis methods. In
Sect. 3 the results are presented, and in Sect. 4 the conclu-
sions are given.
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2 Instruments and methodology

2.1 Location and instrumentation

The instruments used for this study are operated at
PMOD/WRC at Davos. Davos is in a valley of a mountain-
ous region in eastern Switzerland. The altitude of the station
is 1590 m a.s.l., and there are no significant pollution sources
nearby. However, aerosols can reach the area through long-
range transport from the various industrial and urban areas
in Switzerland or surrounding countries and from the Sahara
Desert in cases of severe European dust episodes (Greilinger
and Kasper-Giebl, 2021).

For this study, we use the PFR (N27) sun photometer,
which is part of the WMO AOD reference (Kazadzis et al.,
2018b). Three CIMEL sun photometers have been operated
at Davos (2005–2018, 2018–2019 and 2019–present). The
description for each instrument can be found in the follow-
ing sections.

2.1.1 PFR

The Precision Filter Radiometer (described in Wehrli, 2000)
is an automatic sun photometer that measures the direct so-
lar irradiance in four channels. It is mounted on a separate
tracking system that continuously follows the motion of the
sun. Its channels extend from the near UV to the near IR
and are centred on 368, 412, 501 and 862 nm. The radiation
passes through interference filters in order to let only a nar-
row spectral region centred at these wavelengths reach the
detector, which is a silicon photodiode. Their full-width-at-
half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth varies from 3 to 5 nm
and its field-of-view angle (FOV) is approximately 2◦ in or-
der to provide high confidence for the full solar tracking. It
is a weatherproof instrument, highly protected from the out-
side conditions with its temperature kept constant at approx-
imately 20 ◦C by an active Peltier system. It also has internal
constant pressure of ∼ 2 atm with dry nitrogen. Its filters are
exposed to the solar radiation for 10 s every minute in order
to measure direct solar irradiance. Each filter is in a constant
position behind a different shutter so they can be exposed to
the sun the same moment.

Most of the PFRs are calibrated through comparison with
the PFR reference triad. The triad is being compared regu-
larly with specific PFRs, which are calibrated with the Lang-
ley plot method (LP) (Shaw et al., 1973) at two high-altitude
locations (Mauna Loa in Hawaii, USA, and Izaña in Tenerife,
Spain) (Kazadzis et al., 2018b).

2.1.2 CIMEL

The CIMEL sun photometer (described in Holben et al.,
1998) is an automatic instrument with a two-axis robotic
tracking system that measures the direct solar irradiance and
diffuse sky radiance in the spectral range of 340 to 1640 nm
for up to 10 wavelengths depending on its version. The

CIMEL version used in this study has at least eight interfer-
ence filters centred at 340, 380, 440, 500, 675, 870, 940, and
1020 nm with 10 nm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)
bandwidth, except for 340 and 380 nm, which have 2 and
4 nm FWHM, respectively. The irradiance is measured by a
silicon detector, which measures each channel for 1 s, and
the filter wheel moves to the next channel until all chan-
nels are measured. The measurement sequence is repeated
three times in a time interval of approximately 30 s. Its field-
of-view angle (FOV) is 1.2◦. It has a four-quadrant detec-
tor in order to improve the tracking of the sun before the
measurements by detecting the point with the maximum ra-
diation intensity. The CIMEL sun photometers are calibrated
through LP at Mauna Loa station or with a calibration trans-
fer from an instrument calibrated at Mauna Loa (Toledano et
al., 2018), and their AOD retrieval algorithms are presented
in Giles et al. (2019). The CIMEL AOD data are publicly
available at three levels. Level 1.0 shows near-real-time data
without cloud screening, the final calibration and quality as-
surance. The cloud screening also produces near-real-time
data at level 1.5. After the application of the final calibra-
tion and quality assurance, the level 2.0 data are produced,
which we use in this study.

2.2 Intercomparison methods and trend calculation

2.2.1 Measurement intercomparison

We compared AERONET/CIMEL and GAW/PFR AOD
measurements and trends on the two channels that are di-
rectly comparable (CIMEL–PFR: 500 and 501 as well as 862
and 870 nm).

As mentioned above, basic AOD differences among two
different instruments are related to the existence of differ-
ent calibration standards, technical and post-correction dif-
ferences, and different AOD retrieval algorithms. In order
to assess such differences, the World Meteorological Or-
ganization has defined the WMO criterion of traceability
among instruments or networks. It is defined as the num-
ber in percent of synchronous measurements that lie within
± (0.005± 0.01/m, with m indicating air mass coefficient)
(WMO/GAW, 2005). Traceability is established when more
than 95 % of such synchronous data are within those lim-
its. Here we use the data of the period 2007–2019 and we
consider the measurements with maximum time difference of
30 s as synchronous. The instruments were also compared in
terms of the correlation of their monthly median values with
the coefficient of determination (R2) as the relevant criterion.
Median values were selected instead of mean values because,
as previously mentioned, AOD values do not follow a normal
distribution, and the data are non-continuous, mainly due to
clouds but also due to shipment for calibration or instrument
malfunction. We firstly compare the differences between the
mean and the median values, and we then use the medians
for the rest of the comparisons.
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In order to obtain more robust results, a monthly median is
considered valid if there are at least 5 valid days of measure-
ments for each month. Days with at least three measurements
during the day are considered valid. In this study, a monthly
median is the median of all valid daily medians during the
month.

From all comparisons only the valid days and months that
are common to both instruments and also to synchronous and
non-synchronous datasets are used for the trend analysis. The
length of the whole period is 156 months, 131 of which in-
clude common CIMEL and PFR measurements (mainly due
to absence of the CIMEL instruments for their calibration).
The months satisfying the selection criteria for all datasets
are 114.

We also aim to assess the AOD differences due to the mea-
surement frequency difference. The PFR is measuring every
minute, while CIMEL measures less often. To isolate the ef-
fect of the measurement frequency, we compare two different
PFR datasets. The first one, PFRsyn, is synchronous with the
CIMEL data so it represents the CIMEL measurement fre-
quency. The second one, PFRhf, is a much larger dataset that
represents the PFR measurement frequency (1 min), and its
comparison with PFRsyn can show the effect of the measure-
ment frequency on AOD differences and trends. The datasets
and the corresponding number of measurements are shown
in Table 1. The two instruments use different cloud-screening
algorithms. The synchronous datasets contain only measure-
ments that are considered cloud-free measurements accord-
ing to both AERONET and GAW/PFR algorithms, while the
PFRsyn dataset is screened with the GAW/PFR algorithm
only. The differences between the two algorithms showed no
significant effect on the AOD. A total of 93.8 % of CIMEL
data that are synchronous with PFR data were identified as
cloud-free according to the PFR-related algorithm. Keeping
only this 93.8 % of CIMEL and PFR synchronous data re-
duced the mean AOD of both instruments by less than 0.002
at 500 and 501 nm as well as less than 0.0005 at 870 and
862 nm compared to the mean AOD of 100 % of the data,
pointing towards the conclusion that the cloud contamination
effects on AOD are minimal.

2.2.2 Linear trends

The linear trends were calculated with the least-squares lin-
ear regression (LSLR) method, and their statistical signif-
icance has been identified by the non-parametric Mann–
Kendall statistical test modified for autocorrelated data
(Hamed and Rao, 1998). The time series for the trend cal-
culation and detection were the deseasonalized monthly me-
dians of AOD for the period 2007–2019. To calculate the
deseasonalized monthly medians, the intra-annual cycle was
calculated separately for each dataset from all medians for
each month and subtracted from each monthly median. To
assess the trend agreement, we compare the trend differences
with the standard error of the fitting method (LSLR).

We also used the Monte Carlo method (Metropolis and
Ulam, 1949) to examine whether the measurement uncer-
tainty alone is capable of producing trend differences equal
or larger than the observed. The uncertainty of the instru-
ments at the selected channels is approximately 0.01 (Hol-
ben et al., 1998; Kazadzis et al., 2020). By applying the
Monte Carlo method to the AOD observations we calculate
the uncertainty propagation of the measurement uncertainty
to monthly AOD. Then we calculate the propagation of the
monthly AOD uncertainty to the AOD trends. In both cases,
for each AOD measurement or monthly AOD median we
generated 10 000 normally distributed random values with
the mean of the distribution being the corresponding ob-
served AOD value (measurement or monthly median) and
its standard deviation the corresponding uncertainty. The fi-
nal output is 10 000 AOD random time series for each dataset
for which we calculate their trends. The standard deviation of
those trends is the trend uncertainty due to the measurement
uncertainty.

2.2.3 Time-varying trends

As long-term fluctuations of AOD are not necessarily mono-
tonic or follow a linear trend for any given period (Streets
et al., 2009) and static linear trends can also be sensitive to
outliers (Bashiri and Moslemi, 2013), we examine how re-
alistic the assumption of the existence of linear trends is for
these time series. For this purpose we used the dynamic lin-
ear modelling (DLM) method described in Laine et al. (2014)
on the monthly median time series. This is a method for cal-
culating trends that vary through time using dynamic linear
models (Petris et al., 2009) and Kalman filtering (Andrew,
1990). Any type of known periodicities and external forcings
can be used as inputs in the model in order to be removed
from the data points. For the DLM trend uncertainty quan-
tification the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method
is used (Gamerman and Lopes, 2006). As the seasonal com-
ponent, we only used the calculated annual cycle, which is re-
moved by the model using a harmonic function. The monthly
median uncertainty is also a necessary input to the model for
the calculation of the trend and its uncertainty.

The model output is monthly data including AOD change
per month and its uncertainty, which here is scaled to AOD
change per decade. The procedure was repeated for both syn-
chronous and non-synchronous time series. The final trends
are compared in relation to their 1σ uncertainty. They are
also compared with LSLR trends.

3 Results

3.1 AOD data comparison

In this section we assess the AOD differences between
monthly AOD calculated from mean AOD with monthly
AOD calculated from median AOD and between the syn-
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Table 1. The number of measurements of the datasets (before removing “invalid” months), the time period used and the number of months
considered as valid. Keeping only the valid months reduced the overall number of measurements by 3.5 %.

Period Dataset N 500 and 501 nm N 862 and 870 nm Valid months

2007–2019 CIMEL-PFRsyn 33 197 33 116 114
2007–2019 PFRhr 452 281 452 507 114

chronous AOD data from CIMEL and PFRN27. Finally, we
compare the CIMEL–PFR monthly AOD differences with
the differences between the two PFR datasets represent-
ing different measurement frequencies (PFRsyn and PFRhf
Sect. 2.2.1).

The AOD intra-annual cycles calculated through the mean
of AOD measurements differ from those calculated through
the median of AOD measurements (Table 2). The differ-
ences range between 0.0004 (December) and 0.023 (June)
for 500 and 501 nm as well as 0.0001 (December) and 0.012
(June) for 870 and 862 nm. The differences correspond to ap-
proximately 1 %–2 % (December) at the minimum and 39 %
(June) at the maximum of the 13-year average AOD for each
month. Such differences can create trend differences (as dis-
cussed in Sect. 3.2).

The instrument comparison showed a very good agree-
ment for this 13-year period as 95.6 % of the AOD differ-
ences at 500 and 501 nm as well as 98 % at 870 and 862 nm
are within the WMO limits. There is no evident time depen-
dence in the AOD differences, showing good calibration con-
sistency between CIMEL and PFR (Fig. 1). There is also no
evident dependence of the AOD differences on the air mass
(Fig. 2). The values outside the WMO limits (red lines in
Figs. 1 and 2) show the larger deviations at specific peri-
ods like the second half of 2019. The monthly AOD of the
two instruments shows good correlation (R2 > 0.95 for both
channels) (Fig. 3). In Table 3 these results are summarized.

Most monthly AOD differences are within the monthly
AOD median uncertainty (1σ ) (the calculation procedure
was described in Sect. 2.2.2) for all comparisons (Fig. 4).
The monthly AOD uncertainties vary for each month and
dataset, with their mean values being 0.0021 and 0.0017
at 501 and 862 nm, respectively, for the low-frequency
PFR dataset (PFRsyn) and 0.0008 and 0.0007 at 501 and
862 nm, respectively, for the high-frequency dataset (PFRhf).
In the CIMEL–PFR comparison the standard deviation of the
monthly AOD differences is larger than the mean monthly
AOD uncertainties but at the same order of magnitude
(0.0037 and 0.0028). The comparison between the two PFR
datasets (low- and high-frequency PFRsyn/PFRhf) shows that
the measurement frequency differences can produce monthly
AOD differences similar to those between CIMEL and PFR
for synchronous datasets. The standard deviation of the AOD
differences (0.0034 and 0.0014 for 501 and 862 nm, respec-
tively) are larger than the PFRsyn monthly AOD uncertainties
at 501 nm (monthly uncertainty 0.0021) and lower than at

862 nm (monthly uncertainty 0.0017) (Fig. 4). In both wave-
lengths the standard deviation of the differences is larger
for the CIMEL–PFR comparison, where more monthly AOD
differences exceed the monthly AOD 1σ uncertainty.

The actual AOD uncertainty measured by CIMEL and
PFR is a function of optical air mass (m), with the 0.01 value
(Sect. 2.2.2) corresponding tom= 1 and reducing by a factor
1/m as m increases (Eck et al., 1999; Kazadzis et al., 2020).
This is evident in Fig. 2, where the AOD differences between
CIMEL and PFR are reduced for higher air masses. In order
to discuss the effects of the calibration uncertainty on the cal-
culated AODs, in a separate analysis we have only used data
for m> 3 where the calibration effect on the AOD uncer-
tainty is minimized. The number of measurements is 8304 for
500 and 501 as well as 8282 for 870 and 862 nm. The com-
parison of these data for coincident CIMEL and PFR showed
96.62 % and 98.5 % of the data to be within the WMO limits,
and the standard deviation of the differences was 0.0036 and
0.0026 for 500 and 501 and 870 and 862 nm, respectively.

3.2 Linear trends

3.2.1 Trend comparison on synchronous data

In this section we present the Davos AOD trends and assess
the trend differences between the trends of monthly AOD cal-
culated from the mean and the median of the measurements
and between CIMEL and PFRN27 for the 2007–2019 pe-
riod. For this period the AOD in Davos declined regardless of
the choice of instrument or averaging method. The CIMEL–
PFRN27 trends derived from AOD monthly medians are
−0.0129 and −0.0178 per decade for 500 and 501 nm, re-
spectively, and −0.0048 and −0.0074 per decade for 870
and 862 nm, respectively. The magnitude of the trends per
decade correspond to 23.45 % and 31.79 % of the mean AOD
(0.055/0.056) for 500 and 501 nm, respectively and 19.20 %
and 30.83 % (mean AOD 0.024) for 870 and 862 nm, respec-
tively. Figure 5 shows the datasets with the corresponding
linear fitting, and Table 5 includes the trends per decade and
mean AOD values.

These AOD trends show a faster aerosol decline in com-
parison with previous studies about earlier periods. Specifi-
cally, in Ruckstuhl et al. (2008) there was a trend at 500 nm
of −0.006 per decade for the period 1995–2005, but it was
statistically insignificant. In Nyeki et al. (2012) the trend at
500 nm was positive (+0.002 per decade) with a mean AOD
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Table 2. The difference between the intra-annual cycles calculated from AOD means and those calculated from AOD medians for CIMEL
and PFRN27. In both cases, the intra-annual cycle for a month is the mean of all AOD medians and means of the month during 2007–2019
period.

AOD intra-annual cycle difference median−mean × 10−3

Month CIMEL 500 nm PFRN27 501 nm CIMEL 870 nm PFRN27 862 nm

1 −3.93 −4.24 −2.14 −2.21
2 −8.76 −8.70 −4.57 −4.29
3 −18.1 −18 −7.91 −8.15
4 −8.47 −9.77 −4.51 −4.75
5 −6.29 −7.29 −3.07 −4.44
6 −23.4 −21.3 −11.9 −12.2
7 −10.3 −9.76 −5.45 −5.79
8 −11.8 −11.9 −6.69 −7.10
9 −4.58 −4.55 −2.48 −2.72
10 −4.28 −3.99 −2.07 −2.42
11 −1.95 −1.86 −1.51 −1.26
12 −0.42 −0.78 −0.28 −0.12

Figure 1. CIMEL–PFRN27 differences (blue points and light blue to yellow bands) and WMO limits (red lines) of synchronous AOD
measurements with respect to time in years for 500 and 501 (a) and 870 and 862 nm (b) for the PFR/CIMEL. The colour bar corresponds to
the density of the AOD difference data points.

Table 3. WMO criteria compliance and correlation between CIMEL
and PFRN27. R2 is the coefficient of determination, and “slope”
corresponds to the linear fit of the CIMEL AOD monthly medians
in relation to PFRN27 AOD monthly medians.

CIMEL–PFRN27 comparison 2007–2019

Wavelength N % within R2 Slope
WMO limit

500 and 501 nm 33 197 95.56 0.987 1.003
870 and 862 nm 33 116 98.02 0.957 0.977

of 0.068 for the 1995–2010 period, but it was also not statis-
tically significant.

The method of averaging systematically affects the trend
per decade value and its statistical significance. In all
datasets, using the mean instead of the median results to

a weaker trend, which is significant to a lower confidence
level with the difference being up to approximately 10 %.
However, the effect is limited since all trend differences are
smaller than the trend standard error (Table 4).

Concerning the CIMEL–PFR trend comparison (calcu-
lated using the median hereafter), both instruments show a
decline in AOD, which is statistically significant at higher
than 97 % confidence level. Trends and statistics for each
dataset are presented in Table 5.

Despite the instruments’ good agreement (Sect. 3.1) and
the statistical significance of the individual trends, the lin-
ear trend differences are not smaller than the trend standard
error on all occasions. Specifically, at 870 and 862 nm the
trend difference of 2.6× 10−3 per decade is larger than the
standard errors of the trends 2.12×10−3/2.19×10−3. At 500
and 501 nm the trends differ by 4.9×10−3 per decade, while
the standard error for the CIMEL trend is 4.86× 10−3 and
the PFRN27 trend 4.92× 10−3 (Table 5).
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Figure 2. CIMEL–PFRN27 differences (blue points and light blue to yellow bands) and WMO limits (red lines) of synchronous AOD mea-
surements with respect to air mass coefficient for 500 and 501 (a) and 870 and 862 nm (b) for the PFR/CIMEL. The colour bar corresponds
to the density of the AOD difference data points.

Figure 3. Scatter diagram of the monthly median AODs between CIMEL and PFRN27 at 500 and 501 (a) and 870 and 862 nm (b). The
coefficient of determination (R2) and the linear fit equation of the plotted data appear in the text box and the legend, respectively.

Also, the trend differences cannot be explained by the
measurement uncertainty. The effect of the measurement un-
certainty calculated from the Monte Carlo simulations at 1σ
(< 6× 10−4) is smaller than the trend differences (> 2.5×
10−3) and the trend standard error (> 2× 10−3) for all time
series.

Based on the high air mass analysis (m> 3) described in
Sect. 3.1 we have calculated the trends for coincident PFR
and CIMEL measurements. Because of the data reduction we
removed some of the months used in the previous analysis
creating additional data gaps. For m> 3 the valid months
are 98 instead of 114, which affects the trends. Therefore,
we also re-calculated the trends shown in Table 5 (using all
optical air masses) using only the 98 common months. The
results of trend comparisons for all air masses and m> 3 are
in Table 6.

3.2.2 Measurement frequency impact on AOD linear
trends

In this section we compare the trends of the two PFR datasets
(synchronous with CIMEL (syn) and high frequency (hf)).
All trends are negative and statistically significant at higher
than 99.99 % confidence level (Table 7).

The trends in this case show better agreement than those
of the previous section. The AOD trend differences due to
different measurement frequencies are smaller than the trend
differences between the CIMEL and PFR. In addition, they
are approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the
trend standard error at both channels (Table 7).

The measurement uncertainty cannot explain these trend
differences at 501 nm. At 862 nm it can be explained by the
effect of the measurement uncertainty of the temporally low-
frequency dataset (PFRsyn). For this dataset the effect of the
measurement uncertainty is larger due to the smaller number
of measurements for each month.
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Figure 4. The monthly AOD differences for CIMEL–PFRN27 (green crosses) and the two PFRN27 datasets (blue stars) through the years
for 500 and 501 (a) and 870 and 862 nm (b) with the uncertainties of the PFRN27 (synchronous with CIMEL) monthly AOD medians (black
lines) and the standard deviation of the AOD differences between CIMEL and PFRN27 σsync (red lines). The standard deviation of the
PFRhf–PFRsyn differences appears in the upper-left text as σnonsync.

Figure 5. Deseasonalized AOD monthly medians (described in Sect. 2.2.2) and linear fits at 500 and 501 (a) and 870 and 862 nm (b). The
blue circles correspond to the CIMEL monthly data, and the green crosses correspond to the synchronous PFN27 data. The black line is the
linear fit result of CIMEL data, and the red line is the linear fit result for PFRN27. The linear fit equations appear in the legends.

3.3 Time-varying trends

3.3.1 Synchronous time series

The DLM-related analysis of trends for synchronous mea-
surements appear in Fig. 6. In contrast to the linear trends,
for both instruments and wavelengths the trends are neither
stable through the years nor monotonic. They are negative for
approximately the first 9 years and positive for the rest of the
period. The fact that the DLM trends are negative for most
of the period is in line with the observed negative trends of
the linear fitting method. The DLM trend uncertainties range
extent to both negative and positive values for most of the
period showing a lack of significance for most months con-
tradicting the very high confidence level of significance of
linear trends.

The DLM trends show a better agreement between PFR
and CIMEL compared to the linear trends, especially for
the positive trend period. For both wavelengths the DLM

trend differences between the instruments are clearly smaller
than the trend uncertainties (1σ ). In addition, the DLM trend
comparison is consistent with the weaker linear trend of
CIMEL compared to the PFR (Sect. 3.2.1). The DLM trends
of CIMEL have lower absolute values for most of the years.

The linear trends are not fully consistent with the DLM
trends. The DLM–linear trend differences for most years
are larger than the linear trend standard error. On the con-
trary, the larger uncertainties calculated for the DLM trends
through the MCMC method can explain all observed trend
differences (Fig. 6).

3.3.2 Measurement frequency impact on AOD
time-varying trends

The DLM trends for the two PFRN27 datasets (synchronous
to CIMEL and high resolution) differ less than the CIMEL–
PFRN27 trends, which is consistent with the linear trend
comparison. Both trends are again well within the uncertain-
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Table 4. Trends per decade calculated from monthly AOD means and medians for CIMEL and PFRN27 with their corresponding standard
error and the p values from the Mann–Kendall modified test (Sect. 2.2.2).

Median Mean

Trend per decade Standard error p value Trend per decade Standard error p value
(×10−3) (×10−3) (×10−3) (×10−3)

CIMEL 500 nm −12.9 4.86 0.007 −11.1 4.91 0.026
PFRN27 501 nm −17.8 4.92 0.000 −15.2 4.87 0.002
CIMEL 870 nm −4.8 2.12 0.003 −3.6 2.38 0.102
PFRN27 862 nm −7.4 2.19 0.000 −6.8 2.34 0.106

Table 5. CIMEL–PFRN27 trends per decade comparison for synchronous datasets. The Monte Carlo trend standard deviation corresponds
to the trend uncertainty attributed to the instrument measurement uncertainty.

Time series Trend per decade Standard error p value Monte Carlo trend Mean
(×10−3) (×10−3) observed SD (×10−4) AOD

CIMEL 500 nm −12.9 4.86 0.007 5.71 0.055
PFRN27 501 nm −17.8 4.92 0.000 5.69 0.056
CIMEL 870 nm −4.8 2.12 0.026 4.65 0.025
PFRN27 862 nm −7.4 2.19 0.000 4.49 0.024

Table 6. CIMEL–PFRN27 trends per decade comparison for synchronous datasets using only optical air masses above 3 and using all air
masses for the common months.

Optical air mass above 3 No optical air mass restriction

Time series Trend per decade Standard error p value Mean Trend per decade Standard error p value Mean
(×10−3) (×10−3) observed AOD (×10−3) (×10−3) observed AOD

CIMEL 500 nm −15.8 6.41 0.008 0.058 −11.7 5.11 0.032 0.057
PFRN27 501 nm −19.1 6.26 0.005 0.058 −17.0 5.09 0.000 0.057
CIMEL 870 nm −4.9 2.67 0.119 0.025 −4.1 2.24 0.134 0.025
PFRN27 862 nm −6.7 2.66 0.021 0.024 −6.9 2.24 0.002 0.024

ties, and their differences are even smaller than the CIMEL-
PFRN27 DLM differences in both wavelengths (Fig. 7).

As was the case for the synchronous datasets, the linear
trends differ with the DLM trends more than the linear trend
standard error for most years. The DLM trend uncertainties
again are larger than all trend differences.

4 Summary and conclusions

In this study, we tried to take advantage of the 13-year period
of AOD measurements from two different instruments be-
longing to two different networks at Davos, Switzerland. We
compared the time series between two different instruments
measuring AOD (CIMEL and PFRN27) for the period 2007–
2019 regarding AOD measurement and trend differences in
two channels (500 and 501 as well as 870 and 862 nm). The
instruments have different technical characteristics, cloud-
screening algorithms, and operational, calibration, and pro-
cessing protocols. The cloud-screening algorithms agree for

93.8 % of the coincident measurements. The two instruments
agree well on AOD measurements according to the WMO
criteria (> 95 % of synchronous AOD differences within the
WMO limits) for synchronous measurements.

Because AOD does not follow a normal distribution, we
compared the intra-annual cycles calculated by either mean
monthly and median monthly values. We decided to use the
medians as monthly AOD because the sensitivity of the me-
dian to outliers is lower, and we consider it a more represen-
tative parameter for our data.

The monthly median AOD values of the two instruments
correlate well (R2 > 0.95), and most of their AOD monthly
median values differ less than the monthly AOD uncertainty,
showing a very good consistency in calibration and post-
processing methods.

We performed a set of different trend analyses corre-
sponding to the study’s goals. Firstly, we compared least-
squares linear regression (LSLR) trends using deseasonal-
ized monthly means and deseasonalized monthly medians to
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Table 7. Trend comparison between low- (synchronous with CIMEL) and high-frequency of measurements datasets.

Time series Trend per decade Standard error p value Monte Carlo trend Mean
(×10−3) (×10−3) SD (×10−4) AOD

PFRN27 501 nm (syn) −17.8 4.92 0.000 5.69 0.056
PFRN27 501 nm (hf) −17.2 5.00 0.000 1.98 0.057
PFRN27 862 nm (syn) −7.4 2.19 0.000 4.49 0.024
PFRN27 862 nm (hf) −7.2 2.21 0.000 1.78 0.024

Figure 6. CIMEL–PFRN27 DLM and linear trends for 500 and 501 (a) and 870 and 862 nm (b). The green line is the PFRN27 DLM trend
and the blue line the CIMEL DLM trend. The shaded areas show their uncertainty. The magenta line shows the linear trend for PFRN27 and
the cyan for CIMEL, while the dashed red and black lines are the linear trend standard errors.

Figure 7. PFRhf/PFRsyn DLM and linear trends for 501 (a) and 862 nm (b). The green line is the PFRsyn DLM trend, and the blue line is the
PFRhf DLM trend. The shaded areas show their uncertainty. The magenta line shows the linear trend for PFRsyn, and the cyan line shows
the linear trend for PFRhf, while the dashed red and black lines are the linear trend standard errors.

investigate the sensitivity of trends on the method of averag-
ing. The selection of the averaging method affected the trends
to an extent within the limits of the standard error. The selec-
tion of medians instead of means increased the trend signif-
icance confidence level for up to approximately 10 %. Only
the monthly medians were used for the rest of the trend com-
parisons.

The LSLR trends in this study are higher compared to pre-
vious studies regardless of the instrument selection, showing
that there was an aerosol load decline in Davos mainly after

the mid-2000s. The LSLR trends of CIMEL and PFR instru-
ments under synchronous data are negative and statistically
significant at> 97 % confidence. However, their trend differ-
ences are large enough to equal or exceed the trend standard
error. Another source of trend uncertainty is the measure-
ment uncertainty. Using the Monte Carlo method to quantify
the trend uncertainties due to a measurement uncertainty of
0.01, it is evident that the differences cannot be explained by
this uncertainty despite the small AOD in Davos (mean AOD
0.057 at 501 nm and 0.024 at 862 nm).
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In order to minimize the calibration uncertainty effects and
reduce the AOD differences of the two different instruments,
we also compared their trends produced only from data with
an optical air mass above 3. The selection is based on the
fact that the AOD uncertainty reduces for higher air masses.
The trend agreement was improved as all trend differences
are within the trend standard error.

The impact of measurement frequency on trends was ex-
plainable by the trend standard error and was found to be
smaller than the overall impact of the other instrument dif-
ferences for the period 2007–2019. Our results suggest that
the measurement frequency differences between PFR and
CIMEL do not affect the AOD trends significantly. However,
different AOD absolute values and variability compared to
the ones in Davos could enhance the impact of measurement
frequency on AOD trends. The effect can be also depen-
dent on cloud-screening algorithm differences. In our case
the lower-frequency dataset was filtered with both GAW-PFR
and AERONET cloud algorithms, while the high-frequency
dataset only used the GAW-PFR algorithm. However, the two
algorithms showed an agreement of 93.8 %, with this differ-
ence having very low effect on AOD (less than 0.002 and
0.0005 for 501 and 862 nm). In addition, the mean AOD for
the high-frequency PFR dataset is only 0.001 higher than
the mean AOD of the low-frequency PFR dataset at 501 nm
and 0.000 at 862 nm, pointing to the short-term variability
of AOD as a main source of any monthly AOD differences
caused by different measurement frequencies.

Finally, we used dynamic linear modelling (DLM) to esti-
mate time-varying trends. In this case, the trend comparison
between CIMEL and PFR is improved as all trend differences
are smaller than the trend uncertainties. On the other hand,
the comparison between linear and DLM trends shows some
important differences. The LSLR trends for the period 2007–
2019 are not consistent with the DLM trends for the whole
time period since the latter are not monotonic. They are neg-
ative for the 2007–2016 period, followed by a short positive
trend period. The LSLR trend quantification cannot explain
this inconsistency, whereas it is explained by the DLM un-
certainties. Another inconsistency is the high statistical sig-
nificance of the LSLR trend that is not shown in the DLM
trends.

The results of the paper cannot be used for every location
and every instrument comparison but point to the fact that
when calculating AOD trends a number of important factors
including calibration coherency in time, post-processing and
cloud elimination algorithm uncertainties, measurement fre-
quency, and even methods of AOD averaging or trend esti-
mation should be carefully considered.
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